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Introduction. In [16], R. Kirby and P. Melvin study invariants of 3-
manifolds τ
r
(r>3) introduced by E. Witten [38], N. Reshetikhin and V.G.
Turaev [31], and W.B.R. Lickorish [25, 26, 27] (see also [18]). In particular,
Kirby and Melvin calculated τ3 and τ4 explicitly. Let M be a closed, oriented
3-manifold obtained from an (integral) framed link L. Then τ3(M) can be writ-
ten as follows [16, §6].
τ3(M) - c~* x/T"" Σ V=ΐs's
S<L
Here n is the number of components of L, σ is the signature of its linking mat-
rix, £=exp (π\J — 1/4), the sum is taken over all sublinks of L including the
empty sublink, and S S is the sum of all the entries in the linking matrix of S.
In this paper, we generalize τ3 and define another series of invariants of 3-
manifolds. Let q be a primitive JV-th (2ΛΓ-th, resp.) root of unity for an odd
(even, resp.) positive integer N. Put
where GN(q)=^hGZ/NZ qh2 (a Gaussian sum), A is the linking matrix of L, / is
regarded as a column vector, and */ is its transposed row vector. One can easily
see that Z2(M\ v/HΓΐ)=τ3(M). We will show that these are all invariants for
M (Theorem 1.3). As Kirby and Melvin proved for τ3(M), ZN(M\q) is also
invariant under homotopy equivalence. More precisely, it is determined by the
first Betti number of M and the linking pairing on Tor H
λ
(M\ Z) for any N and
q (Proposition 2.5, Corollary 2.6).
We will express the absolute value of ZN(M\ q) in terms of the cohomology
ring of M with Z/Λ/'Z-coefficients (Theorem 3.2). When \ZN(M\ q)\ Φθ, we
can also determine its phase (Theorem 4.5). It is a generalization of the Brown
invariant β(M) [16, §6] defined by the linking matrix using the signature and
Brown's invariant [2] for Z/4-Z- valued quadratic forms on a Z/2Z-vectoτ space.
We can aslo calculate ZN(M\ q) explicitly for 3-manifolds with linking pair-
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ings "which are members of generator system of linking pairings on finite abelian
groups (Theorem 5.1). We also show that when M is a cyclic covering space of
an oriented link, ZN(M\ q) is essentially equivalent to the link invariant introduc-
ed by E. Date, M. Jimbo, K. Miki, and T. Miwa [4J using chiral Potts models
(Proposition 6.3).
Other purpose of this paper is to describe various relationship of our in-
variants with quantum field theory, quantum groups, and U(l) gauge theory.
It is known that ZN(M; q) can be obtained from solutions to the polhnomial equa-
tions associated with Z/NZ-ίusion rules [20, 21, 30]. It is also defined using a
quasitriangular Hopf algebra as τ
r
(M) [6,31,16] (§ 7) . If AT is even, the absolute
values of our invariants coincide with the invariants of T. Gocho [8], which is
defined via £7(1) gauge theory with charge ΛΓ(§8). We can also prove that in-
variants of R. Dijkgraaf and E. Witten [5] can be described using our invariants
if G=Z/NZ(§9).
For basic concepts concerning 3 -manifolds and links we refer the reader to
[3,11,32].
We thank T. Gocho, M. Jimbo, T. Kohno, and J. Murakami for their
useful converastions.
1. Difinition of invariants. An oriented link in the 3-sphere S3 is a
finite collection of disjoint, smoothly embedded, oriented circles LI, L2> •••, and
L
n
 in S3. An (oriented, integral) framed link is an oriented link, each component
Lf being provided with a framing f which is an isotopy class of a section of the
projection 9j/V(Zff )-».Lf . We can obtain a connected, closed, oriented 3-manifold
ML by surgery on S
3
 along a framed link L. ML is the result of gluing n
copies of D2xS1 to S3— (JLi int JV(Lf.) so that the t-th 8Z)2X {*} is identified
with/-. It is well known [24, 37] that each connected, closed, oriented 3-mani-
fold can be obtained by surgery on S3 along a certain framed link.
Let A=(\fj) (l<i,j<ri) be the linking matrix of L, that is, \
ίy=lk (L, , Lj)
and λ
ίί
=lk(L |.,</j ). Here lk( , •) denotes the linking number in S3. Denote
by σ(A) the signature of A (the number of positive eigenvalues — the number of
negative eigenvalues). Let N and d be coprime integers (N>2, d> 1) with N-\~d
odd and put g=exp (dπ \/—l)/N). Note that q is a primitive N-ih root of
unity if N is odd and a primitive 27V-th root of unity if N is even. Now we
consider the following formula:
(U)
 *•<* L' ?) =
where M is obtained by surgery on S3 along L and GN(q)=*Σh(=z/Nz ^ ^jv(?)
is called a Gaussian sum and its properties are well-known (see Lemma 4.4).
REMARK 1.2. For N odd, qlAl is well-defined since q is an JV-th root of
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unity. For N even, we cau also easily see that it is well-defined though q is a
2N-th root of unity. In both case, we can regard /h-» *IAI as a quadratic form in
the following sence. If N is odd, a quadratic form on (ZjNZ)" is a function
Q: (ZINZ}"-*ZINZ satisfying Q(ax)=a2Q(x) as usual. If N is even, a
Z/2NZ-va\ued quadratic form on (ZjNZ}" associated to ( , •) is a function Q:
(Z/NZ)"-*ZI2NZ satisfying Q(ax)=a2Q(x)^ZβNZ and Q(χ+y)=Q(x)+
Q(y)+2 (xyy)£ΞZINZ. Here ( , •): (Z\NZ}nκ(Z\NZ}n-+Z\NZ is a sym-
metric bilinear (not assumed to be non-singular) form, and 2: Z/NZ->ZI2NZ
is a homomorphism sending 1 to 2. In this case, Q(l) = tΪAΊ mod 2N with a
lift 7e(Z)Λ of / and (/, /') is ΊAΓ mod N. (This definition coincides with that
in [2, 10, 28] for the case that N=2 and ( , •) is non-singular.) Then the sum
Σ/e(z/Λrz)" ?'M/ is written as Σj/e(z/tfz)w?e(/) an<l is an invariant of quadratic
forms.
Theorem 1.3. ZN(MtL\q) is a topological invariant of M and does not
depend on any choice of L.
Proof. Two unoriented framed links L and Lf determine the same closed
3-manifold if and only if L' may be obtained from L by Kirby moves; "stabiliza-
tion" and "handle sliding" (see [15]). Two framed links L and L' are related
by a stabilization if they are identical except for elimination or insertion of a
splitted, unknotted component L' with framing/' such that lk(L',/') — rbl L
and L' are related by a handle sliding if they are identical except for changing a
component Lj by L'j=Lj^bfi with framing /j such that lk(Z,y,/y)=lk(L;.,/y)+
lk(Liyfi)±2lk(Li,fj). Here %b means the band connected sum with b a band
connecting/ and Ly. The sign is + if the orientations of/, and Lj are coher-
ent and — otherwise.
Now from a theorem of R. Kirby [15], it suffices to verify that a stabilization,
a handle sliding, and reversing of an orientation do not change ZN(M,L\q).
Assume first that two framed links L and L' are related by a stabilization. We
assume that L' is obtained from L by inserting a splitted, unknotted component.
Then denoting by A the linking matrix of L with n components, that of L' is
given by
(A
' = \
V O
 0
Since the size and the signature of A' is n-\-\ and σ(A)±l respectively, we have
LV(A^\GN(q)\-^ Σ βq"M Σ f*
N (q) I / ι^ziNz~^n h^ziMz
Since ^Σh^z/Nz q±h*= GN(q) or GN(q) (the complex conjugate), we obtain
ZN(M,L';q)=ZN(M,L;q).
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Let L and Lf be two framed links related by a handle sliding such that
L'
s
=L
Λ
%bft. Then the linking matrix Ar=(\/ij) of Lr satisfies
Hence A'='TAT holds with Γ«=l, Ttβ=±l and 7^=0 otherwise, where
T=(Tfί). Putting /'= Γ -1 /, we have
Since # and σ(-4) remain unchanged under this transformation, we have
ZN(M,L';q)=ZN(M,L;q).
If L' is a framed link which is obtained from L by reversing orientation of a
component Lk, then the linking matrix of L' is *SASy where S=(Sij) with
S,,=0 (iΦj), S
w
 = l (ίΦA), and S
w
=-l. So ^ (M, L'-,q)=ZN(M, L; ?) by a
similar way as above.
This completes the proof.
By Theorem 1.3 we have topological invariants of M.
DEFINITION 1.4. Let M be a connected, closed, compact 3-manifold obtained
by surgery on S3 along a framed link L. Then we put ZN(M\ q)=ZN(M, L\q).
2. Fundamental properties. In this section we study fundamental pro-
perties of the invariant ZN(M\ q).
First of all, we note that ZN(S3; q) = l for any N and q. If M is obtained
from a framed link L, the mirror image of L gives — M, M with the opposite
orientation. Since the linking matrix of the mirror image of L is — A with
A the linking matrix of Ly we have
Proposition 2.1. For a closed, oriented 3 -manifold M,
The split union of two framed links gives the connected sum of the cor-
responding 3-manifolds. So we have
Proposition 2.2. If M
λ
 and M2 are closed, oriented Z-manifolds, then
ZN(M^M2; q) = ZN(Mt; q) ZN(M2; q).
ZN(M\ q) also factors associated with a factorization of N.
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Proposition 2.3. // N=N
λ
 N2 with coprime integers Nl and N2) then
ZN(M q) = ZNl(M; qty ZN,(M; f*ϊ) .
Proof. l^(Z/NZ)n is uniquely expressed as l=N2ll-\-Nll2 for ζe
(Z/N, Z)n and 12 e (^/ΛΓ2 Z)'. Hence we have
where the second equality holds since q2N*N*=\. In a similar way, we obtain
GN2(qN*). Therefore ^(M; 5) factors as above.
As R. Kirby and P. Melvin state for τ3(Λf) [16, 6.2 Remark], ZN(M\ q) is
also a homotopy invariant (see Corollary 2.6 below) for every ΛΓ and q. To
prove this, we review results of M. Kneser and P. Puppe [17], A.H. Durfee
[7], and R.H. Kyle [22].
Let B and B' be symmetric integral matrices. B and B' are said to be
stably equivalent (or closely related in [22]) if they are equivalent under the
equivalence relation generated by the following Ql and Q2:
Qji B*->*SBS with S integral and unimodular,
As in the previous section, let M be a 3-manifold obtained by surgery on
S3 along a framed link L and A its linking matrix. Summarizing results in
[17, 7, 22], we can conclude that stable equivalence class is determined by the
first Betti number of M and the linking pairing on Tor //ι(M; Z). More pre-
cisely, the following proposition holds.
Proposition 2.4. Stable equivalence class of linking matrices of framed
links is determined by the first Betti number of the 3 -manifold M obtained from it
and (Tor H
λ
(M\ Z], λ), that is, two linking matrices A and A' are stably equivalent
if and only if M and Mr satisfy (1) and (2) below, where M (M7, resp.) are ob-
tained from framed link L (U , resp.) with linking matrix A (A' , resp.).
(1) The first Betti numbers of M M' are equal.
(2) There exists an isomorphism between Tor H^M Z) and Tor H^M' Z)
which induces an isomorphism between the linking pairings λ and λ' '.
Here the linking pairing on Tor /^(M; Z) is defined as follows.
An exact sequence of coefficient groups
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gives rise to a long exact sequence of homology groups of M:
-» H2(M; Q) ^  H2(M\ Q/Z) -ί fl^M; Z) *-ί H^M; Q) -> ,
where 8* is the connecting homomorphism. The linking pairing
λ: τorH1(M;Z)χΎorHΊ(M;Z)-*Q/Z
A A
is defined by \(a,β)=a β where δ* β=β and a dot means the intersection
product
H^M; Z)χH2(M\ Q/Z) -> Q/Z.
One can easily check that λ is well-defined.
By the above proposition, we immediately have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.5. If M and M' satisfy the conditions (1) and (2) in Pro-
position 2.4, then ZN(M\ q)=ZN(M';q).
Proof. Since the corresponding linking matrices A and A' are stably equi-
valent, we have ZN(M\ q)=ZN(M'\ q) as in the proof of Theorem 1.4.
Clearly two 3-manifolds which are homotopy equivalent satisfy the con-
ditions (1) and (2). So we have
Corollary 2.6. // M and M' are homotopy equivalent, then ZN(M\ q)=
ZN(M' q).
3. Absolute value. In this section we calculate the absolute value of
ZN(M\ q) and give its topological meaning.
First of all we prepare a lemma which will be used frequently in this paper.
A proof is an easy exercise.
Lemma 3.1. Let # be a primitive N-th root of unity. Then
tχy __ (Nn if y = 0 <= (Z/NZ)n,
*
e
α™« **"
= (0 z/ y Φ O E Ξ (Z/NZ)",
where we regard x andy as column vectors.
Now \ZN(M\ q)\ is given as follows. This generalizes [16, Theorem 6.3].
Theorem 3.2. // there exists a in H\M\ Z/NZ) with a U a U αφO, then
ZN(M\ ί)=0. Otherwise \ ZN(M; q)\ = \ H\M-, Z/NZ) |1/2 where \ \in the right
hand side is the order of the set.
Proof. Let M be a 3-manifold obtained by surgery on S3 along an n-
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component framed link L. From (1.1), we have
\Z*(M;q)\ = \Gll(q)\-.\ Σ q'AI\.i€ίίzi*rzϊn
We first calculate | G^q) \ 2=ΛΓ.
\GN(q)\*= Σ <?'*-"*
h,h'^zlXZ
= Σ qh"Z Σ q2h"h (h1 = h"+h)
The last equality follows from Lemma 3.1 putting w=l, x=h", y=hy z=q
2
since q2 is a primitive ΛΓ-th root of unity.
Next we calculate the absolute value of Σ qIAl In a similar way as above,
we have
where Λ^ is a linear map LA: (Z/NZ)"-*(ZINZ)n, l^AL The last equality
follows from Lemma 3.1 putting x=l and y=Al". Therefore we have
\ZN(M q)\*=\ Σ ί'MΊ/eker£^
Now there are two cases to consider.
Case 1 : TV is odd. Recall that q is an JV-th root of unity. For /eker LA,
we have *M/=0 in ^/Λ/'Z and y'M/= 1. Hence | Z^(M; q) \ 2 is equal to the order
of kerLA. By Lemma 3.3 below, we have
In this case a U a(Σa=0 holds for any a in H\M; Z/NZ), because the cup pro-
duct is skew-symmetric and the order of H3(M\ Z/NZ) is odd. Hence we ob-
tain Theorem 4.1 for N odd.
Case 2: N is even. In this case q is a 2ΛΓ-th root of unity. As in Remark
1.3 we regard l\-^ΊAl as a map (Z/NZy^ZβNZ. We denote the restriction
of this map to ker LA by φ : ker LA-^ {0, N} C Z/2NZ. Then 9? is a homomor-
phism because
*(J+Γ)A(Ί+Γ) = ΊAΊ+*Ί'AΊ'+2 tΊAΊ'
and 2 *ΊAl' can be divided by 27V. Therefore we have
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\ZN(M;q)\= .10 otherwise.
By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 below, we obtain
\ZN(M q)\
_ ( I H\M\ Z/NZ) I1'2 if a U a U a = 0 for any a*ΞH\M\ Z/NZ),
(0 otherwise.
This completes the proof.
Lemma 3.3. ker LA is isomorphic to H\M\ Z/NZ).
Proof. Since M is a union of 53-int N(L) and n copies of D2 X S1, we have
the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence below.
- H\M\ Z/NZ) -> H\S3-int N(L); Z/ΛΓZ)θ0//1(Z)2x 51; Z/NZ)
f !*; Z/NZ)-+-
Hence H\M\ Z/NZ) is isomorphic to ker/. Moreover / corresponds to a ma-
trix (l* M as a map/: (Z/N 'Z)"®(Z/N 'Z)»-+(Z/N 'Z)2», where \
n
 is the nXn
\A U /
identity matrix. Since ker /is isomorphic to kerL^, we obtain Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 3.4. Let N be even. With the isomorphism ι in Lemma 3.3, the
next diagram commutes \
ι\ \ Xi
Ή\M\ Z/NZ) ~^ > ίθ,— }c//3(M; Z/ΛΓ^) = Z/NZ,
where ψ w defined by ψ(α)= α U α U α.
Proof. Let / be an element in kerL^, and put a=ι(l). We calculate
# U ^  U a in the Poincarό dual and we will show that a U ct U cί is equal to φ(l)/2.
Let S be a branched surface representing the Poincarό dual modulo Z/NZ
of a in M=(S3— int N(L)) U U ί.i D2xS1 such that branch locus of S is a union
of disjoint circles in S3 — N(L) and the number of sheets meeting along each
circle is a multiple of N. Since [S] is the Poincarό dual of *(/), S Π QN(Lt) is a
union of /,. circles in dN(Lf), each of which is parallel to the framing/., where
7,.eZis a lift of l^ZINZ with */=(/!, •••,/„). Let mi be a meridian of L& in
S3—N(L). Since [wj's generate H^M; Z), we may assume that branch locus
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of S is a union of w/s. Let a£N be the number of sheets of S meeting along m{.
Since the boundary of S n (*S3— int N(L)) consits of Ίi copies of fi in 9ΛΓ(Lt ),
we have Σ at N[mg]=Σ /,[/.] in /^(S3— int JV(L); Z). Moreover the classes
[fi\'s are determined by
[/ι]
Hence we obtain a relation between α/s and 7, 's:
'0lN
Now we calculate the self-intersection of S. Since S— U rn{ is orientable,
we can push 5 in a normal direction. There are self-intersections near m{ as
in Figure 3.1. Hence we have
Figure 3.1.
= Σ (l+2+ +(β,A -l)) [»,]
= Σ [mJ
Since [S] •[wz, ]=7, , we obtain
This is the required formula.
REMARK 3.4. The above lemma also follows algebraically from [35, Theo-
rem I], which states that
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for α, β£ΞH\M\ Z/NZ). Here α, ySeTor H^M-, Z) satisfy λ(ff, x}=a(x)lntΞ
Q/Zand λ(£, x)=a(x)ln<=Q/Z for any *<ΞTor ^ (M; Z).
4. Phase. Now we study the phase of ZN(M\ q).
We use the following notations for an odd integer x: (cf. [33])
1 x = 1 mod 4 ,
-1 x = 3 mod 4,
-l Λ ? = ±3 m o d S .
Note that 8: (Z/4Z)X-^{1, —1} andω: (Z/8Z)X->{1, —1} are homomorphisms.
By Theorem 3.1, ZN(M\ ?)ΦO if a(Ja(Ja=Q for any a^H\M\ Z/NZ).
So we assume this in the following of this section.
We put
for an integral symmetric nXn matrix A. ZN(M\ q)=ZN(A\ q) if M is obtained
from a framed link L with linking matrix A. We note that if N is odd, A may
be regarded as a matrix in Z/NZ and if ΛΓ is even, the diagonal entries in A may
be regarded as integers modulo 27V and the off-diagonal entries modulo N.
We will try to diagonalize A to calculate the phase.
From Proposition 2.3 we will restrict ourselves to the case N=pm with p
prime for a while.
If p is odd, we can diagonalize A as a matrix in Z/NZy that is, there exists
a matrix S^SL(n, Z) such that
(4.2) 'SAS = 0 (aj) mod pm .
J — 1
If p=2, we cannot diagonalize ^4 itself in general, but it is proved that one
can diagonalize the block sum of A and (l)θ(— l)0(2)φ(— 2)φ-- φ(2w"1)0
(— 2™"1), that is, there exists a matrix S^SL(n-}-2my Z) such that
(4.3) ίS^θ(l)θ(-l)θ(2)θ(-2)0...θ(2--1)θ(-2--1) S =(a.) ,
where the diagonal entries are considered modulo 2m+1 and the off-diagonal entries
modulo 2m. (In fact, it can be proved that ^40(1)0(2)0 0(2WI~1) is diagon-
(0 2;\)®(2;).) Note that the phase
o f Z N ( A ; q) remains unchanged by replacing A with ^40(1)0(— 1)0(2)0(— - 2)
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Θ Θ(2W"1)0(—2wί~1) since easy calculations show that ZN((2j) q)Φ0 and
)=ZN((-2^q) ΐotj<m.
Now the phase of Zpm(A, q) is equal to that of (Gpm(q))-σw Πy
Thus we only need to calculate the sum
GN(a;q)=
for an integer a and a prime-power N. Note that a Gaussian sum GN(q) is equal
to GN(l;q). Let q=exp (dπ \/— ί/pm) with (d, p) = 1 and ί/-f-^> odd, and
a=pkc with Qb, £) —1. If ^> is odd, we also write q as exp (2δτr \/— 1//>W) putting
d=2b. We can describe the above sum as follows.
Lemma 4.4.
(1) p is odd. Let (— J be Legendre's symbol, that isΛ—\ = \ if there exists
I x \<m integer I such that I2=x mod p, and ( —)= —-1 otherwise. Then
\pJ
if k-m>0,
if k—m<0 and even,
+k
 if k—m<0 and odd, andp=\ mod 4 ,() (
(2) p=2.
if k-m<0 and odd, andp=T> mod 4 .
Then
0
ξ
cd
 V
if k—m>Q}
if k—m = 0,
if k—m<0 and even,
~
m+k
 if k—m<0 and odd.
Proof. For the case that k—m>0 or the case that k—m=0 and p is odd,
the formulas follow since qa=l. If k—m=0 and p is even, GN(a,q)=Q since
q*= — l. The case that^>=2 and k—m<Q, the formula follows from G2™(ay q)=
2G2m-2(a, q) (m>k+3) and direct computations for m=k+ί and k+2. The
case that p is odd and k—m<0 is well-known. For a proof, see for example
[23, Chapter IV, §3]. (There are some errors in [23], which one can easily
fix.) The proof is complete.
From this lemma, we know that the phase of ZN(A q) takes only eight values.
So we define φN(A\ ?)eZ/8Z as follows.
We first consider the case that N—pm for an odd prime p. Let #y's be
diagonal entries when A is diagonalized as in (4.2). Let a^pkj cj with (p, Cj) = l
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for #;.ΦO. Note that we can assume kj—m is always negative. We put n+ and
Π- as follows.
ra = ialk-m is odd and
n. - %{a.\ kj—m is odd and (ϊΔ = -1}
Here${ } means the number of elements in {•}. Then φpm(A;q)EiZI&Z is
defined as follows.
2 ((AJ _ Λ
 w+ _2 ((— )+ l) Λ- if p= 1 mod 4 and m is even,
A)_1)w+_2((A) + ι)w__2((A)_1)σμ) if^lmod^p/ I \\pl I \\pl ) ^ J and m is odd,
2 ( — ) n+ —2 ( — ) w_ if /> = 3 mod 4 and m is even,
\ p I \ p /
2 A rc+_2 A\ w_ _2 σ(^[) if ^=3 mod 4 and m is odd.
Then from Lemma 4.4 and ί — J=S'2((f)~1), it follows that φp™(A\ q) ^χ/IΓϊ/4 is
the phase of Zpm(A \q). ?
Next we consider the case N=2m. Let #;.'s be diagonal entries when A is
diagonalized as in (4.3). Let aj=2kj'Cj with Cj odd for α^.φO. Here we assume
kj—m<0 as before. Then φ2m(^*> ?) is defined by
(A- ] = I d ^ kj~m : even ci+e(d) Σkj-m : odd 8(c.)—dσ(A) if w is even,
,q) - *y-« : odd £(cj)~£(d) σ(A) if m is odd.
From Lemma 4 .4, the phase of Z2m(A q) is φ2w(^ J ί') n\/ — 1/4-
According to Proposition 2.3, we define ΦN(A\ q) for an arbitrary ΛΓ by using
<MΛ
 ?) = φNl(A
where N=Ni N2 with coprime integers JVj and JV2.
For a closed, oriented 3-manifold M, we define φN(M\ q)=φN(A\ q) for the
linking matrix A of a framed link which gives M. Summarizing the above ar-
gument we have the next proposition.
Theorem 4.5. If α U α U α=0for any a<=H\M\ Z/NZ), then
ZN(M, q) = exp (7Γ^^ ΦN(M; q)) | H\M; Z/NZ) | ^  ,
where φN(M'y q)£ΞZ/8Z is defined above. In particular φN(M\ q) is a topological
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invariant of M.
REMARK 4.6. By deflation, β(M)=—φ2(M\ \/^ϊ) is the Brown invari-
ant [16, §6]. See [2, 10,28] for Brown's invariant of Z/4Z-valued quadratic
forms on a Z/2Z-vector space.
As applications of Theorem 4.5, we calculate ZN(M\ q) for Z/pZ-homology
spheres. (A closed, oriented 3-manifold M is called a Z//>Z-homology sphere
if Hi(M\ Z/pZ)=Hi(S3'y Z/pZ) for all i.)
Corollary 4.7. Let N=2m and q=txp(dπ\/—llN). If M is a Z/2Z-
homology sphere, then the value of ZN(M\ q) is as follows.
if m is even,
if mis odd.
where ξ=exρ (τr\/—1/4) and μ(M) is the μ-(or Rochlίn) invariant of M (the
signature modulo 16 of a spin 4-manifold with boundary M).
Proof. Since H\M;ZINZ)=Q, we calculate the phase. After a change
of basis we may assume that A is diagonal (mod 2N) with diagonal entries ajf
Since M is a Z/2Z-homology sphere, aj is always odd. We also assume that
Λ;.= l, 3, 5, or 7 because there exists an odd integer / such that cl
2
= 1, 3, 5, or
7 mod 2N for any odd integer c. Let n
c
 be the number of c's in these diagonal
entries (c=l, 3, 5, or 7).
For m even, by the definition of φN(M; q), we have
φN(M; q) = d(n1+3n3+5n,+7n7-σ(A)) mod 8.
Since μ(M) = σ(A)—(n1+3n3~}-5n5+7n7) mod 8 (see [16, Appendix C]), we ob-
tain the required formula.
For m odd, we have
φN(M; q) = β(d) (n1—n3+n5—n7—σ(A))
Thus φN(M; q)+€(d) μ(M) = —4β(d) (n3+n5) mod 8. Since £(d) = ± 1, we have
φN(M\ q) = ~6(d) μ(M)+4(n3+n5) mod 8.
Moreover since
\Hτ(M\ Z ) I = ±det A = ±3Ms 5"5 T1 = ±3"3(—3)Ws (—I)"7 mod 8,
we obtain ω(|ίfι(Λf; Z)\)=(— l)M3+n5< Therefore we obtain the required for-
mula.
Corollary 4.8. Let N=pm with odd prime p and q an N-th root of unity.
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If M is a Z/pZ-homology sphere, then
where r= \ Hι(M\ Z] \ and (— ) is Legendre's symbol.\pJ
Proof. Adding a splitted, unknotted component if necessary, we assume
that det^4 is positive so that r=detA. Let b, α;.'s, n+, and n_ be as in the no-
tation of the definition of φpm(A\q). Since M is a Z'/pZ'-homology sphere,
(p,aj)=l and so kj=0 for any j. We also note that r=detA = Πaj mod p.
Thus we have
1 if n_ is even,
pi \ p > \pi (-1 if w.isodd.
For m even, we have n+=n_=0. Hence ZN(M\ q)=l.
Next we consider the case that m is odd. In this case, n+-{-n_=n, the size
of A. So n+=n—n_. We also have σ(A) = n mod 4 since det^4>0.
If p= 1 mod 4, then by definition, we have
= 4w_ mod 8.
If />=3 mod 4, then we also have
φ,(3f
 {) = 2 (A) ^  _2 (Λ) „_ -2
= 4n. mod 8.
Therefore we obtain the value of ZN(M\ q) as above, completing the
proof.
5. Calculation for generators of linking pairings
Any linking pairing is a direct sum of the following linking pairings [36, 14] :
), A\n)(k>l), El(k>l\ and
where p is odd, prime integer, r is 1 or a fixed quadratic non-residue modulo p,
and n=l(k=l), ±1(^=2), ±1 or ±3(&>3). Here we use the notation of
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[14].
Since ZN(M\ q) is an invariant of first Betti numbers and linking pairings
(Proposition 2.5), and linking pairings split as above, we can calculate ZN(M\ q)
if we know them for 3 -manifolds with the linking pairings above from Proposi-
tion 2.3. Note that the free part of the first homology affects ZN(M\ q) only
by absolute values (Theorem 3.2).
In the following, we denote ZN(M\ q) by ZN(Λ] q) if the linking pairing on
; Z) is isomprphic to Λ in the above.
Theorem 5.1. Let p and pf be odd, prime integers (p=JFp'), band b' integers
with (p, b)=l and (p1 , b')=\, and d an odd integer. Put q=exp (λbπ\/~^\\pm\
/
^\βm}, and £-exp (ττχ/^ϊ/4). We alsoq=exp(Z0 πv-
use the notations (4.1).
(1) The case A=(p-"r).
II
-S(d) ω(p) ^ v/
( X )
(7X7)^
) ( ) V=Ί
for (*, 0, *, *),
for (*, 1, 0, 1),
for (*, 1, 0, 3),
for (*, 1, 1, 1),
for (*, 1, 1, 3).
for (+or 0, *, 0, *),
for (+or 0, *, 1,1),
for (+or 0, *, I , 3),
for (—, 0, *, *) ,
for (-, I , *, 1),
•f ί Λ C\ 1 \
J \ ) ) y ) 3
Here ( , % , •) is (sign of k—mf k mod 2, m mod 2yp mod4).
'\mk
(2) The case A=A"(ri), E\, or E\.
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ζ-'W .
0
ς-3*w
0
( , , •)
ω(d) χ/T*
-7W, Λ mod 2, m mod 2).
for (+,*,0),
for (+,*,!),
for (0, *, *),
for (-,0,*),
for (-, 1, *).
for (+, 0, 0),
for (+,1,0),
for (+, 0,1),
for (+, 1, 1),
/or (0, *, *),
for (-, 0, *),
/or (-,!,*).
Z2m(A\—\); q") = Z2m(Ak(l); q") (complex conjugate).
Zf(A\-3); q") = Z^(A»(1>) q").
(_!)-+* 2m ίfk>m,
2* if k<m.
— 1 «/ m αwίί & are o<&/, andp= +_3 mod 8 ,
1 otherwise.
Proof. For (p * r), we consider the lens space L(pk, r). It can be obtained
from a framed link with linking matrix of the form
t al 1 0 ». 0 %
1 az 1 .» 0
0 1 •.. i
Here the continued fraction
0 0 - 1 β.
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is equal to pkjr. See for example [32]. So we can calculate Zpm((p~k r) q)
using Theorem 4.5. The value Zp»n((p~k r) q') can be calculated using Corollary
4.8. Z2m((p~k r)\ q") can be obtained from Corollary 4.7 and the fact
2μ(L(ayβ)) = 2(a+l)-4(β\a) mod 16,
where (β\a) is the Jacobi symbol [12, Theorem 8.14]. Note that our definition
of the /^-invariant differs from that in [12].
For Ak(\) and ^4*(3), we choose linking matrices of the form
<2 , and (-.
respectively. (Note that they are diagonal in Z/22m+1 Z.) Then we can calculate
Z2m(Ak(n)\ q//) (n=l, 3) using Theorem 4.5. Since if the linking pairing for a
3-manifold M is Ak(n), then that for — M is Ak(—ri), the values Z2™(Ak(ri)\ q"}
(n= — \, —3) are obtained from Proposition 2.1.
To calculate Z2m(El\ q") (wΦ/ε), we use the relation (see [14])
Since Z2m(Ak(—l)\ q"}*$ for mΦk, we obtain Z2m(El\ q") from Proposition 2.2.
(0 2k\J as a linking matrix for
T?R 2 0 /
£o
Using the relations (see [14] again)
and
we can obtain Z2m(E\\ q") for any m.
The values Zpm(Ak(n)\ q), Zp*n(El\ q) and Zpm(E\\q) are easily obtained from
Corollary 4.7.
The proof is complete.
REMARK 5.2. The series {ZN( \q)} is not a complete invariant of linking
pairings. For example ZN(32A\1) θ 16,42(1) ?)-ZJV(16^1(l)θ24^2(l); q) for
any N and q but 32^1(1)016^2(1) is not equivalent to 16A\1)®24A2(1).
From Theorem 5.1, we have another condition for ZN(M\ q) to be zero.
Corollary 5.3. ZN(M;q)=Q if and only if there exists x^H^M Z) of
order 2m with \(x, x)=c!2m, where N=2mb with b odd, c is an odd integer, and λ
is the linking pairing on Tor H^M; Z).
Proof. From the above theorem and Proposition 2.2, ZN(M\ <?)=0 if and
only if the linking pairing has a direct summand of the form Ak(ri), If ZN
(M; q)=Q then the existence of an element x as in the statement of the corollary
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follows easily. Conversely, suppose that there exists x as above. Then since
the linking pairing restricted to the cyclic group generated by x is non-singular,
it has Ak(n) as a direct summand with n = c mod 8 (see [36, Lemma (1)]). The
proof is complete.
6. Invariants for links. For an oriented link L in S3 (without framing)
and an integer s(>2), one can construct the s-fold cyclic branched covering space
branched along L associated with the kernel of a map H1(S3—L;Z)^>Z/sZ
sending each meridian to 1. Since it is a closed, oriented 3-manifold, we can
define ZN(L\ qy s) to be ZN(M(Ly s}\ q), where M(L, s) is the s-fold cyclic branch-
ed covering space as above. ZN(L;q,s) is an invariant of L for every s since
M(L, s) is uniquely determined by L and s.
A framed link description for M (L, s) is given by S. Akubult and R. Kirby
[1]. Denoting a Seifert matrix for L constructed from a connected Seifert
surface by V, its linking matrix is given by V®B-\-tV®*B> where B=(Bij)
j<s— 1) with Bij=l for l<z<;y<$— 1 and B^—0 otherwise. So we have
Lemma 6.1.
where A= V®B+*V®tB and g is the size of V.
Note that if s=2, σ(Λ) is just σ(L), the signature of L [29, 34].
In [4], E. Date, M, Jimbo, K. Miki, and T. Miwa define link invariants us-
ing generalized chiral Potts models. They are give as follows.
DEFINITION 6.2. [4]. Let N be a positive odd integer, q a primitive N-th
root of unity, and C an (s — l)x( $" — 1) integral matrix (s>l). For an oriented
link L with Seifert matrix V of size g, we put
r(L N, q, s, C) = v'ΛΓ*' ~1} Σ q /(FΘC)/
;<=CZ/.W.Z/Cs ιy
Since '/(F®C+'F®'C) l=2(Ί(V®C) I), we have
Proposition 6.3. Let ?=exp (2bπ\/^ϊjN) and § '=exp ((N+ί) bπ
^Ϊ/N) with (b, N)=l. Then
ZN(L; q', s) = ( <^TfU) T(L; N, q, s, B) ,7
where A=V®B-{-tV®tB and B is as above. Note that q' is also a primitive
N-th root of unity because N is odd.
REMARK 6.4. For a positive even integer N and a primitive JV-th root of
unity qy
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τ(L N, q, s, C) = VN'^^ Σ ?"(vβc)/
is also an invariant of a link L. This follows from the fact that the above for-
mula is invariant of S-equivalence class [3, 29, 34] of Seifert matrices for links.
Proposition 6.3 also holds in this case. (qr is now a primitive 2N-th root of unity.)
The cyclotomic invariant TN(L) [19] is given by τ(L; ΛΓ, exp (2τr\/—
2, (1)) for an integer greater than 1. (See also [9, 13].) So we have
Proposition 6.5. Put q=exp ((N+ 1)
 π
\/^ϊ/N) Then
For relations of the cyclotomic invariants to the polynomial invariants for
links, see [9, 19].
7. A family of quasitriangular Hopf algebras. We will give another
description for ZN(M\ q) using representations of some algegras. A Hopf alge-
bra JH is an algebra over a field k with comultiplication Δ: <Jί->Jl®Jly counit
6 : cJί— >^ and antipode γ: Jl-^JH. Let R be an element in Jl®Jl. The pair
(A, R) is called a quasitriangular Hopf algebra [6] if R is invertible in Jl®<Jl,
PoΔ(α)— RΔ(a) R'1 for any a^Jl, where P is the permutation operator (P(x®y]
=y®x), and
where R12=R®1, R23=l®R, and R13= Σ ai®l®βi for R=Σ
Let r be a positive integer and q a primitive r-th root of unity. We define
a quasitriangular Hopf algebra Aq over the field Q(q). The algebra Aq is gen-
erated by 1, K, and j?^"1 with relation Kr= 1. A comultiplication, counit and
antipode are defined by Δ(K)=K®K, 8(K) = l and j(K)=K~\ respectively.
Let R be r"1 ΣJ- lo fij K'®Kj. Then we have
Lemma 7.1. (Ag, R) is a quasitriangular Hopf algebra.
Proof. The inverse element of R is given by r"1 ΣίD-o <f' K*®KJ because
= r~
2
 Σ ί"(Σ ί-(ί+ί/)y) Ki+i/®Kk (k = j+j')
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Here the third and fourth equalities follow from Lemma 3.1.
Since Aq is commutative, we have ΛΔ(α)/?"1—Δ(β)=P°Δ(α). Moreover
D D
-ft-13 •ft PJί
= (Δ®id) (R).
A similar calculation shows (id®Δ) (R)=R13 R12.
Since Aq is commutative, all irreducible representation spaces are one-
dimensional. We denote these representations by {Fy}y
=0fι,.",r-ι>
 witn tne action
p j ( K ) given by the multiplication by q}. For representations pt : yl^-^End (F( )
and p j i Aq—>End (V;.), a tensor product representation is defined by (p/®py)°Δ:
^-»End (F, ® Fy). The action pf on the dual space Vf induced from the an-
tipode Ύ is given by the multiplication by q~3. We can easily see that (Aq, R, v,
{Fy}) is a modular Hopf algebra [31] putting v=r~l Uft-o qj(i~j) K*. With this
algebra (Aqy R, v, {F;.}), we can construct invariants of 3-manifolds according to
[31]. We survey an outline of the procedure for constructing them.
Let L be a framed link and consider its diagram. We assume that its fram-
ing ff of a component Lf is parallel to L{ in the plane. A coloring of L is an as-
signment of Fy to each component of L. Now we associate an operator Ω with
each crossing of a colored framed link as follows.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.1.
If the crossing is as in Figure 7.1 (a), then Ω is a homomorphism from
Vi®Vj to Vj®V{ given by #<g);y^(P°((p/®py)Λ))(.x®;y). It follows that
Ωi(x®y)=qiJ(y®x) because
((pi®Pj)R)(x®y) = r^^q-i/i\Pi(Ki/)X®Pj(Ki/}y)
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where the last equality follows from Lemma 3.1 again. If the crossing is as in
Figure 7.1(b), then Ω is a homomorphism from Vt®VJ to VJ®V{ given by
P°((pi®p:f))R) and we see that Ω(x®y*)= q~ij(y*®x). Similar calculations
show that if the crossing is positive, then Ω is the multiplication by qij (and the
interchanging of the coordinate) and if the crossing is negative, then Ω is the
multiplication by q~ij .
Then we can obtain an invariant of a 3 -manifold as the sum of the products
Πpositive crossings <f* Π negative crossings ?"''''" fθΓ all CθlθΠngS aftCΓ SOme nOΓmalίza-
tion.
ZN(M\ q) corresponds to this invariant putting r=2N for N even and r=
N for N odd.
8. Operator invariants for 3-dimensional cobordism and invariants
of Gocho
As in [31] we can extend the invariants ZN(M\ q) to operator invariants of
3 -dimensional cobordisms with non-empty parametrized boundaries, using the
modular Hopf algebra structure in Aq described in §7. In this section, we
define them by using linking matrices, and prove that invariants of T. Gocho
[8] are essentially the absolute values of our invariants. See [31, §4] for the
precise definition of 3 -dimensional cobordisms with parametrized boundaries.
We denote by GJ(G^, resp.) a horizontal line segment with g arcs glued to
the top (bottom, resp.), which is embedded in S3 as described in Figures 8.1
and 8.2. Each arc has a framing (or parametrization) indicated by a thin line
parallel to it in the plane.
Figure 8.1.
Figure 8.2.
rg (όg, resp.) be a farmed link obtained by eliminating short segments
between arcs from GJ(G^, resp.) as in Figures 8.3 and 8.4.
Let G
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Figure 8.3.
Figure 8.4.
Let (M, F', F) be a 3-dimensional cobordism with connected M whose
parametrized boundaries are F' and F. For simplicity we assume that F' and F
are connected surfaces of genus g' and g respectively. We can represent M by
Dehn surgery on S3 as follows. We consider graphs Gg, and GJ, and a framed
link L in 53, where L is located between Gg, and GJ as shown in Figure 8.5.
With suitably chosen L, we can put M=ML-(mtN(G*,) (Jint N(G%)), where
ML is a 3-manifold obtained by Dehn surgery in S
3
 along L, and N(G%,} and
N(Gg) are tubular neighborhoods of G*/ and GJ respectively.
Figure 8.5.
Let V
 g be an Λ/^-dimensional complex vector space with basis {eh} , where
N is an integer greater than 1 and h^(Z/NZ)g. Vf is its dual with dual basis
{e*} We define an operator invariant of M in V$® Vg^Hom(Vg', Vg) by
ZN(M q)
where q and GJV^) are as in §1, ^4 is the linking matrix of Gg,\jL\J GJ, and n
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is the number of components of L. In a similar way as the proof of Theorem
1.3, we can show that this is a topological invariant of M as a 3-dimensional
cobordism with parametrized boundary.
The following proposition is a corollary to [31, Theorem 4.5]. We give a
direct proof using the formula above.
Proposition 8.1. // a 3-dimensional cobordism (M, F1} F3) is a composition
of two cobordisms (Mly Flt F2) and (M2) F2ί F^)f then for some integer c
ZN(M', q) = ζcZN(M2; q)oZN(M^ q) ,
where ZN(M^ q)£ΞV*®Vg2=Hom(VSl, V,9), ZN(M2 q)ς=Hom(Vg2J F,8), gi is the
genus of Fif and ζ=exp(π\/—1/4).
Proof. For simplicity, we assume that F1=F3=0. We present M1 and M2
by L^Ggz and Gg2\jL2 respectively, where M1=MLl—intΛf(Gj2) and M2=
ML2—int N(Gg2). Then M is presented by a framed link Lλ U LQ U L2y where L0
is a framed link obtained from GJ2 and Gf2 by gluing arcs as shown in Figure
8.6.
U
\
/
•
•
ί V
Λ Ji
Figure 8.6.
Let A, Al9 and A2 be the linking matrices of L^ U LQ (J L2, L^ U ό%2, and Og2 U L2
respectively. We have
Q>/4 ON /O O N
Vo o)^\o A,Γ
where 0Js are zero matrices with suitable sizes. Hence we have
' /'Λ /'Λ
It follows that ZN(M; q) is equal to ZN(M2; q)°ZN(Ml; q) with a scalar multiple
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(GN(<Ϊ)I I GN(q) I )<Γ(^)-<r(^ι)-σ(^2). Since the phase of a Gaussian sum has a value of
eighth root of unity, we obtain the required formula.
Let yHg be the mapping class group of a closed surface of genus g. With
this proposition we obtain a representation of %Jlg to PU(Vg)=U(Vg)/U(l) as
follows. Let F be a closed surface with parametrization of genus g and /: F-+F
a homeomorphism. We denote by Cf the mapping cylinder of/, that is, Fx
[0, 1] with parametrization in J?χ {1} induced by/. For fixed N and q, we have
a map sJDΐ^-»Pt7(F^), ft-*ZN(Cf\ q). By Proposition 8.1 this map becomes a
representation.
In the case that TV is even and <7=exp(τrλ/ —1/Λ/"), this representation coin-
cides with a representation constructed by T. Gocho [8]. Let N and q as above
in the following of this section. By a geometric method based on ί/(l) gauge
thory, Gocho constructed a representation ρg of 9Jl^  to PU(Vg) which fac-
tors Sp(2g\ Z)Ξ3f*ι H^F; Z^H^F; Z). The representation
 Pg: Sp(2g\ Z)->
PU(Vg) is given by the next formulas.
(X 0 \
Ίo <χ-Jeh =p* u
ιv
-! e" = eιχ-1"
Here X^GL(g Z) and F is a ^X^ symmetric integral matrix. Note that
(l ~l'}'(θ <X->)'and(lS f)generate 5X2^;Z) We can check that
this representation coincides with our representation by calculaing about genera-
tors of 2Tϊ
r
 In [8], Gocho also defines a topological invariant of M by
WN(M) -
where M is presented by a Heegaard splitting M=Hg\J (—Hg) with //^ a han-
dlebody of genus g. Noting that WN(S3) = V/N~\ ZN(Hg', q)==\/Ng'2 *o> and
ZN(—Hg\ q)=\/Ng/2 £*, we immediately have the next proposition.
Proposition 8.2. L^ ΛΓ fe ^z ^w. Then we have
w Gocho' s invariant defined above.
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9. Invariants of Dijkgraaf and Witten for G=Z\NZ.
In this section we will show relations between our invariants and invariants
of R. Dijkgraaf and E. Witten.
LetGbeZ/ΛΓZ. We choose a class q<=H\BG, [/(!)). Since H\BG, 17(1))
^Z/NZ (see for example [11, Lemma 9.2]) for a classifying space BG for G,
we regard q as a (not necessarily primitive) ΛΓ-th root of unity with an inclu-
sion Z/NZ-^U(l). Let M be a closed orientable 3-manifold. In [5], Dijkgraaf
and Witten defined invariants as the sum over all possible G bundles over M:
DN(M;q)=
where /
γ
: M->BG is a classifying map corresponding to 7 and </*<?,
We regard t/(l) as the set of units in C and the sum is taken in C.
Proposition 9.1. Let N be a positive integer, K a divisor of N, and q an
N2-th (primitive) root of unity. Then the following formulas hold.
For N odd DN(M; q™) = Z^/jr(M; qκ)Zκ(M
For N even DN(M; q™} =
Before we prove this proposition, we show some lemmas. Since Horn
(TΓ^M), G)=Uom(H1(M]Z)yZINZ)=H1(M\ZINZ)J we denote by 7 the cor-
responding element to 7 in H\M\ Z/NZ).
Lemma 9.2.
where δ*: H\M\ Z/NZ)-^H2(M\ Z) w ίAβ connecting homomorphism with respect
N
to an exact sequence Q-+Z-+Z-+Z/NZ-+Q and U : H\M\ZINZ)xH\M\Z)
->#3(M; ZINZ).
Proof. Let γ'eHom(τrι(£G), G)=Hom(G, G) be the identity map which
is the monodromy representation of a classifying space EG-+BG. We denote
by 7' a corresponding element to γ' in H\BG, G). Some calculations show
that 7'Uδ*(7') is a generator of H\BG, G)^Z/NZ^H3(BG, [/(!)), where
δ*: H\BG\ ZINZ}-*H\BG\ Z) is the connecting homomorphism. Let #
be exp(™ 2W^/ΛO^#3(£G, f/(l))ct/(l). Then /*f=exp(w(*?U8*(?)).
2^
v
/:=l/^Oe^Wc/(1))=C7(1) because «7 =/?*?'. Hence we have the re-
quired formula.
The following lemma is obtained in a similar way as a proof of Lemma 3.4.
Lemma 9.3. Let /eker LAd(Z/NZ)n be the corresponding element to 7
under the isomorphism L in Lemma 3.3. Then we have
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where Ί^Z" is a lift of I and A is the linking matrix of the framed link.
Proof of Proposition 9.1. By Lemmas 3.3, 9.2, and 9.3, we have
DN(M;q™)= Σ ftlλll€=keτLA
with LA: (Z/JVZ)*-»(Z/JVZ) ,
For N odd, we have
- |Γ|
= (JL)-»|r| -» Σ Σ f'
I Γ I <2 'ί
= (_Γl)-'|Γ| - Σ qκ'hM Σ βWWa+W-" (ll=h+Nl,)
where T=GN2/κ(qκ)Gκ(q~N^κ). Similar calculations show T—N. Hence we
obtain the required formula.
For N even the required formula is obtained in a similar way.
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